Year 3 Summer 2

This term our theme is: ‘A World of Sport!’

Brief Synopsis of Theme

With all the sporting events this summer, our final theme of Year 3 will be ‘A World of Sport!’ This
will include learning about the women’s football world cup, cricket world cup and Wimbledon.
Strong Link to Theme
In Geography, we will be looking at where different sporting
personalities come from and locating these areas on a map of the
United Kingdom. Focusing on the women’s world cup, we will also be
locating countries on the world map. We will also be learning about
the equator and northern/southern hemispheres.
In DT, we will be sewing. We will design a medal and create this
using binka, thread and sequins.
In Art, we will be focusing on logos. We will look at logos, past and
present, from a range of sporting events, evaluating them and
designing our own.

Special events/ visits/ visitors/ special outcomes.
Sports Day – 24th June AM (Monday 1st July
reserve Sports Day)
Outdoor Music celebration concert – Wednesday
17th July PM.
Literacy Links.
In English, we will be writing as journalists,
reporting on sporting events/news. We will look at
the features of scripts before writing our own. We
will also be looking at how to write a postcard and
will pretend we are sending these from countries
around the world.

Numeracy Links
In Maths we will be consolidating all of our work
around the 4 number operations, and how to work
out questions using a formal method. We will
continue to learn our times tables using games and
practical strategies. We will also be revisiting
telling the time, comparing the duration of timed
events.

Discrete / unlinked subjects
In French, we will be recapping all of the new vocabulary we have learnt, and using these within a basic conversation. In Music, we will

Requests or Reminders to Parents.

be preparing our song for the end of year music celebration. In Computing we will be vloggers. We will be creating a google presentation

Please ensure as the weather gets

on a sport of our choice. In RE, we will be looking at a range of Bible stories from the Old Testament. In PSHE we will be focusing on
managing change, with a focus on the move to Year 4. In PE we will be completing outdoor activities, football, throwing and jumping and
bikes. We will also be designing our own sports games for another year group to complete. In Science we will be investigators, planning
and completing a range of investigations of scientific questions.

nicer, the children bring a water
bottle, sun hat and sun cream. Don’t
forget a healthy fruit or vegetable
snack each day as well.

What parents can do at home to support.
Hear your child read for 10 minutes at least 5 times a week. Spellings will be given each Friday and tested the following Friday. Maths will also be given along
with some support materials for your child to practise the skill they have been covering in class. Please can you remind your children to bring their Home School
book, reading book and spelling book into school every day. Please encourage your child to change their library book each week in their allocated session which is
Thursday lunchtime.

